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Downloads and Legal Stuff 

You must read and agree to all this legal stuff before you are authorized to download or use the 
runtime packages, source code, or documentation listed at the end of this page 

Conditions of Use 

The software products on this page are intended primarily for educational use. The authors, Kenneth 
A. Lambert and Martin Osborne, hold a copyright on this software and Brooks/Cole Thomson 
Learning holds a copyright on the material in the tutorial. BreezyGUI® and BreezySwing™ are 
trademarks used herein under license. All products named herein are used for identification purposes 
only and may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

Your use of the material on this website is limited as follows: 

 Warranty: You use the runtime packages, source code, and documentation completely at your 
own risk. There are no warranties. We offer this software as a free educational service and 
make no claims as to its suitability for any purpose. 

 Runtime package: You may use the runtime packages without restrictions in any software you 
write; however, your copyright must conspicuously acknowledge your use of the package used 
and provide a link to this website.   

 The documentation: Documentation refers to the textual content of this website. You may 
read, copy, and print this documentation for your own personal and individual use without 
restrictions. If you wish to incorporate any of this documentation into a publication of any sort -
- for instance, a website, CD, or printed material -- you must obtain written permission from 
martin@cc.wwu.edu or lambertk@liberty.uc.wlu.edu. Authors who use this software in their 
textbooks must acknowledge its source and provide a link to this website. Such authors must 
write their own verbiage to go along with their presentation of the software and may not copy 
documentation from this website without our written permission.  

 The source code: You may modify the source code to better suit your own purposes. However, 
if you wish to publish or otherwise make available the resulting product you must:  

o give it a new name 
o prominently acknowledge that it is a modification of our software 
o provide a link to this website 
o make the modification available to others on the same terms as we make the original 

available to you 
o inform us by e-mail so that we can track spin-offs  

If you would like us to make an exception to any of the above conditions, contact us at 
martin@cc.wwu.edu or lambertk@liberty.uc.wlu.edu.  

You must read all of the above legal stuff before downloading any files. 


